AGENDA
TOWNSHIP OF UNION
ENVIRONMENTAL COMMISSION MEETING
JANUARY 18, 2017
5:00 PM

A. CALL TO ORDER
B. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – November 30, 2016
C. COMMUNICATIONS & ANNOUNCEMENTS – CALENDAR 2017
D. OLD BUSINESS –
   • DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS STORMWATER ORDINANCE(S) BEYOND THOSE THAT ARE STATE MANDATED WHICH REDUCE FLOODING ON THE RAHWAY AND ELIZABETH RIVERS
   • DISCUSSION OF LEED CERTIFIED PROJECTS – USUALLY PROPOSED BY APPLICANT; NO ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS; PROJECTS ARE INCENTIVIZED BY COST SAVINGS AND RECOGNITION
   • DISCUSSION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS - TOWN BUILT 80KW PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM AT THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS; PROJECTS ARE INCENTIVIZED BY COST SAVINGS
   • RAIN GARDENS PARTICIPATION BY SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS: I.E. EAGLE SCOUTS
   • TOWNSHIP APPLYING FOR FUNDING FOR COMPLETE STREETS PROGRAMS: PEDESTRIAN / BICYCLE FRIENDLY PATHS
E. NEW BUSINESS-
   • DISTRIBUTION OF RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE INVENTORY (ROSI)
   • FEASIBILITY OF A GREEN CANOPY ASSESSMENT
   • DISCUSSION OF MISSION STATEMENT & LOGO & WEBSITE
   • LIST OF PROJECT PROPOSALS (FRANK BUDNEY)

F. OTHER BUSINESS
G. ADJOURNMENT